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Who’s Who and how to contact them

Divisional Meetings
June & July 2013

2

President of EBKA

Eric Fenner

Saturday &
Sunday

Colchester

2 June

Sunday
2.30pm

Saffron
Walden

‘Queen Rearing Stage 2’ - Robert Pickfords, Great
Easton CM6 2HD.

6 June

Thursday
8.00pm

Harlow

‘Preparing for Show’ - Jean Smye
Kings Church, Red Willow, Harlow CM19 5PA.
Learn how to present and display the products of your
bees and your labour.

7 June

Friday
8.00pm

Romford

15 June

Saturday
2.30pm

Epping
Forest

Speaker to be arranged—Visit to Willow Cottage

16 June

Sunday
2.30pm

Saffron
Walden

Apiary Meeting — Disease Inspection
Philip Chaplin’s apiary, Ugley Green CM22 6HN.

17 June

Monday
7.30pm

Chelmsford

‘How is your year progressing?’ - Jean Smye leading
a Q & A session. The Link, Methodist Church,
Rainsford Road, Chelmsford CM1 2XB

19 June

Wednesday
7.30pm

Dengie 100
& Maldon

Meet the County Trainer — Jane Ridler
The Norton, Cold Norton CM3 6JB

Divisional Contacts:

26 June

Wednesday
7.30pm

Southend

‘Keeping your bees healthy’ - Jean Smye
Women's Institute Hall, Bellingham Lane, Rayleigh

30 June

Sunday
3.00pm

Braintree

Apiary Meeting, Great Leighs — Sophie Ahmed and
Barbara Neale. Telephone 01245 361287

Braintree: Colleen Chamberlain 01279 876 333
Chelmsford: Jean Smye
Colchester: Morag Chase 01206 522 576
D.H. & Maldon: Carlie Mayes
Southend: Martyn Davis martyndavisbees@gmail.com Harlow: Tom Shaw
Romford: Pat Allen 01708 220 897
Saffron Walden: Jane Ridler
Epping Forest: Robin Harman 07971 237 312

4 July

Thursday
8.00pm

Harlow

Speaker tba.
Kings Church, Red Willow, Harlow CM19 5PA

5 July

Friday
8.00pm

Romford

‘Renewing Brood Combs’ - Pat Allen
Chadwick Hall, Main Road, Romford RM2 5EL.

17 July

Wednesday
6.00pm

Dengie 100
& Maldon

Off to Creeksea. RSVP essential
Telephone 07979 862 952 for details
‘Guided Tour of Hylands House’
Details from Frances Adams 01277 626 621
Pre-booking essential.

1/2 June

Little Bentley Garden Show

‘Food Hygiene Regulations’ - Andy Pedley.
Chadwick Hall, Main Road, Romford RM2 5EL.

19 July

Friday
7.30pm

Chelmsford

20 July

Saturday
All day

Saffron
Walden

‘Children’s Honeybee Discovery Day’
Venue tba

20 July

Saturday
2.30pm

Epping
Forest

BBQ at Wanstead Apiary
and talk by Keith Morgan — Bee Inspector

24 July

Wednesday
7.30pm

Southend

Clive de Bruyn - ‘Drone Congregation Areas’
Women's Institute Hall, Bellingham Lane, Rayleigh

28 July

Sunday
3.00pm

Braintree

Apiary Meeting — Stuart Mitson
Telephone 01376 340 683 for directions
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Last chance to see the inspectors at work
Learn the latest treatments
& management techniques to combat varroa
— still the biggest threat to our bees.

Free for all EBKA beekeepers

BEE HEALTH & DISEASE RECOGNITION DAY
CRESSING TEMPLE BARNS
ATTENTION BEEKEEPERS!

Witham Road, Cressing, Near Braintree Essex, CM77 8PD.

LOVE BEE KEEPING BUT HATE THE HONEY MESS?
TOO MUCH HASSLE SELLING YOUR
PURE HONEY TO PUBLIC OR PRIVATELY?
TOO COLD TO STAND OUTSIDE AND SELL THE HONEY?
IF THESE ARE SOME OF YOUR THOUGHTS LOOK NO FURTHER!

on the B1018

WE WILL:

TAKE ALL THE HASSEL OUT OF SELLING YOUR HONEY
BUY ALL YOUR HONEY IN ONE TRANSACTION
GIVE COMPETITIVE RATES
PAYMENT UPON DELIVERY OR COLLECTION (YOUR CHOICE)

Monday 10th June 2013 - 10.00 am to 4.00pm
Booking Essential ring Jim McNeill 01708 765 898 or
jimandliz44@aol.co.uk
See main advert in April & May Beekeeper

INTERESTED?

CALL US NOW ON
07799-845-041 or honey.helpers@yahoo.com
TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR JUST TO SIGN UP OR
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
REGARDS,

HONEY HELPERS
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Cover Photograph:

Is this a field near you?

Bad weather has led to crop failures and for some beekeepers in the County
there is no Oil Seed Rape to be seen within foraging distance of their
colonies.
Photograph by Paul F Abbott
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Report on
‘Microscopy for Beekeepers’ at the University of Bath
3 — 5 April 2013
By Stuart Baldwin — Chelmsford Division
A course following the January 2012 updated BBKA Microscopy
Certification Prospectus

This 3 day course, the first of its kind in the UK, aimed to provide
expertise to:
Be confident to use both dissecting and compound light
microscopes,
Understand bee anatomy, identify common bee diseases and
pollen grains,
Prepare your own slides for microscopical examination, and
Be confident to demonstrate understanding of all this to an
examiner.
Some 50 delegates attended this course, held in the Department of
Biology and Biochemistry.
Day One was run by Pete Jewell of Bath University and covered four
of the eight sections of the prospectus:
Construction and parts of a microscope.
Principles and theory of light microscopes, eg. both dissecting and
compound.
Setting up microscopes for bee diseases and pollen identification.
Health & Safety.

This was exceptionally well done and though having been involved
with microscopes for over 60 years, this was the first time the use of
the condenser and its iris diaphragm had been properly explained to
me to obtain the optimum specimen illumination and resolution, by
matching the variable numerical aperture of the condenser to that of
the fixed numerical aperture of an objective lens.
Calibration and use of an eye piece graticule were covered using a
bee wing as a prepared specimen on a slide e.g. for measurement of
vein thickness.
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The convention is so much better on this site that I feel we in Essex
should accept the move with good grace. We aired our displeasure at
the last Forum but now we should give in and Go!

A Curious Spring
Penny Learmonth — Saffron Walden Division
I have been keeping bees since 1980 and here is a first for me. On
23rd April, I was called out to a swarm in a hedge about half a mile
away. A neighbour’s bees are not far away but I was sceptical that I
should find a swarm. But, yes there they were, about a generous cupful tucked into a hedge. I was perplexed, but speculated that the old
queen must have flown and left a swarm cell – the normal pattern.
Unfortunately by the time I had got out my skep they had flown away.
Today, 28th April, I was inspecting my own hives. Hanging on the back
of one hive and tucked into the overhang of the roof was a tiny cluster
of bees, a cupful. ‘Ah, I have seen something like this before this
week.’ I first fetched the skep and then gently moved the bees with
my finger. There in the centre was a beautiful unmarked queen with
the elongated abdomen of a mated queen. I brushed the bees into the
skep where they were happy to be, inverted it nearby to collect any
stragglers and left things alone.
On inspection of the hive I found the old queen in full lay and on six
frames. Queens may be at a premium this year so I went on to hive
the tiny swarm in a nucleus box with a frame feeder of syrup and
drawn comb. I’d have liked to have given them a frame of stores but
that is also a scarce resource this year. Tomorrow, weather permitting, I will put in a frame of young bees and some pollen to give them a
chance of maintaining this lovely queen. I’ll let you know if this swarm
survives.
Has anyone else had experience of what must be an autumn
supercedure queen ‘swarming’ in the spring to make a bid for a colony
of her own?
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The BBKA Spring Convention in Shropshire
— probably a WOW factor
by Penny Learmonth - BBKA Delegate for EBKA
We bought tickets early and hauled our caravan to the Shropshire–
Staffordshire border. This is a beautiful part of the country with a
relaxed pace of life. I think the key to attending the Spring Convention
at Harper Adams University is to treat it as a weekend break, and add
a day or two of holiday to the trip.
There are local B&Bs,
accommodation in the student halls and (slightly bleak) parking for
caravans and motor homes on site. We chose a farm about 5 miles
north and felt we’d done well.
Was it worth the greater distance of 50 miles and the Birmingham Ring
Road? WOW, yes.
The excellent lectures were aimed at different levels of interest and
experience and there were workshops and courses. These all took
place over three days. The lecture halls were excellent with good
sight lines, tiered seating and good acoustics. All the technology
worked. Some very popular lectures were transmitted to adjoining
rooms and the links worked pretty well. There are two new lecture
halls in the process of being built and will be in use by next year so it
should be even better. The standard of the lectures was first class –
there are some very able people engaged in honeybee, and other insect, research and they give their time and energy freely. The Trade
Show on Saturday has more space and the parking facilities were adequate.
And the food? No long queues! There was coffee, tea and light eats
served outside every lecture area; two light food bars with delicious all
day breakfast, soup and sandwiches and vegetarian options; and a
restaurant for more substantial food. Much of the food was raised or
grown on site. I am reliably told that the meat at the Convention
Dinner was superb – and raised on the home farm. Harper Adams
University College specialises in sustainable agriculture.
12

Practical experience was obtained in setting up a dissection
microscope for the identification of Acarine; a compound microscope
for the identification of Nosema; and the use of an oil immersion
objective for small specimens such as pollen and bacteria.
Day Two was spent making and examining pollen slides under the
direction of Graham Royle, NDB and using a sloping block with a
double “acarine” needle to pin a freshly-killed bee to it, removing the
head and then the chitinous collar with a very fine pair of forceps to
expose the trachea to search for acarine mites.
Day Three covered Dissection and Anatomy of the Honeybee and bee
diseases. Using freshly-killed bees, the technique of embedding in
wax was demonstrated, followed by hands-on experience of doing the
same, (not at all easy at first) removing the hard abdominal cuticle and
demonstrating the alimentary system, eg. honey sac, ventriculus,
Malpighian tubules, rectum, rectal pads, etc.
A sample of 30 bee abdomens were crushed with a little water and the
resultant ‘soup’ was examined for Nosema. Help was on hand
throughout the course in the form of university assistants. Note that
for the exam you are required to bring 40 freshly-killed bees.

Various lectures were given over the three days, e.g.
‘The use of CAT Scans and Synchrotons’ - to study colonies without
physical intervention,
‘Microscopy’ - by Dr Alan Potter the MD of Brunel Microscopes,
‘Bee Diseases’, and
‘How the course originated’, by Steve Mynard the course organiser,
(steve@microbees.co.uk) to whom enquiries for details of future
courses should be directed.
A new and excellent 53 A4-page, comb-bound illustrated booklet was
given to delegates, which more than covered all aspects of the
syllabus and which forms a text-book in its own right.
Overall, a fascinating, highly recommended and informative course.
Incidentally at the Spring Convention the following week I had
breakfast sitting next to a BBKA examiner. I was questioned on pollen
preparation and following my answer the examiner indicated that in the
preparation of pollen slides more attention should be given to
degreasing the pollen first using isopropyl alcohol. Excellent lunches
were provided in Bath and perhaps I was suffering from post-prandial
soporificity when this aspect of the course was covered.
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The accommodation allowed for accompanying partners of delegates
and with a superb bus service to and from the city my wife had an
enjoyable time sampling the delights of Bath.
For those proposing to learn more about Bee Microscopy and pollen,
the following were recommended:
Dade, H. A., Anatomy and dissection of the honey bee; Cardiff, Bee
Research Association & International Bee Research, 1962. (& several
reprints). Hardback, pages: 158, plates 20.
Jewell, Pete. Microscopy for Beekeepers; 2002, Softback, Hebden
Bridge, Northern Bee Books, Beekeeping in a Nutshell No. 69, pages:
13. (The contents of this are included in the course handout.)
Kirk, William. A Colour Guide to Pollen Loads of the Honeybee: 2nd
Ed.; Cardiff, International Bee Research Assoc., 2006. Spiral bound.
Maurer, Bob. Practical Microscopy for Beekeepers; Bee Craft
Ltd., 2012. Softback, pages: 96.
This is one book that should be first on any aspiring microscopist’s list.
Meyer, Owen. Microscopy on a Shoestring for Beekeepers and
Naturalists; Hebden Bridge, Northern Bee Books, 1984. Hardback,
pages: 119.
Royle, Graham. Apis through the looking glass; Beebooks New and
Old, 2010.
Softback, pages: 44, with many superb coloured
illustrations.
White, John. Pollen, its Collection and Preparation for the
Microscope: 2nd Ed.; 1999. Softback, pages: 28, 19 – appendices &
index.
Winsby, Roy. Microscopy. First steps into a secret world;
Manchester Microscopical and Natural History Society, 1991 (updated
1996). Softback, pages: 48.
Yates, J. D. & B. D. Beekeeping Study Notes – Microscopy
Certificate: 2nd Ed.; Hebden Bridge, Northern Bee Books, 2004. Softback.
To this list I would add and recommend highly:
Kirk, W. D. J. & Howes, F. N. Plants for Bees. A Guide to the Plants
that Benefit the Bees of the British Isles; Cardiff, International Bee
Research Association, 2012. Hardback, pages: [vi], 311, profusely
illustrated.
Stuart A. Baldwin
(Chelmsford Division)
The only delegate from Essex, Norfolk or Suffolk
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wire brush on those in the cold water, mainly to take off the
scum from the boiler, and they come up like new again, cleaned
and sterilized in one go.
Put them back in cleaned supers and leave out to dry. Then it’s
only a matter of taking out the top wedge and putting in new
foundation - simples!

BEE HIVES
CUSTOM BUILT TO ORDER
Complete with:
2 X Supers with Castellated Spacers
Queen Excluder
Brood Body with Frame Runners
and Dummy Board
Floor with Open Mesh and Correx Sheet
Coated with 2 Coats of Cuprinol Shades
As Above with:
National Steel Roof
£80.00
or Gable Roof Green Felt £150.00
For more Information Contact
Steve on: 01708 631021 or
E.mail: steveheyward@btconnect.com
Member of Romford Division
As seen at the Essex County Show
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Replacing Wax
Jim McNeill - Romford Division

Periodically, on a nice bright day it’s good to go through all your
super frames and get rid of all the mouldy, misshapen or any
with pollen in them so that you know how much usable
equipment you have available. Stack all the good frames back
in the supers. Have a clear bench to work on. Instead of just
running the hive tool through the top of the frame, breaking the
wires and putting the wax into buckets or bags to save the wax
(it does not matter how much you bash it about it still takes up a
lot of room) - lay the frame flat on the bench and run the back of
the hive tool across the comb breaking the hexagons. If it’s cold
it breaks very easily. Then turn the frame over and do the same
to the other side so you are left with just the mid rib and a lot of
dust, then carry on as usual. It does not take any longer but you
will see just how clever the bees are to make something so
strong yet use so little wax. Now when you put the wax in a
bucket it takes up hardly any room so you don’t have so much
to store till you melt it down.

County Pheremones
Richard Ridler

Chair EBKA CEC & Trustee

Those of you who joined us as beginners in the last two years have
had to cope with the most challenging weather conditions for a very,
very long time. 2012 was the wettest year for a

century, last winter

was the coldest for a long time and the flowering of the rape crop has
not begun as I write this at the end of April! The result of this is that
unsurprisingly many beginners have lost bees, haven’t got the honey
they hoped for and may be disheartened. I do hope that those of you
with sufficient bees will try to help out those without, we really don’t
want to lose our beginners for the wrong reasons.
The BBKA Spring Convention was excellent this year, the teething

problems of the new venue at Newport in Shropshire have been ironed
out. I know it’s a long way to go for a day but the effort is well worth

Now you are left with a stack of old frames that need to be
scraped to get them clean so they can be re-waxed. If you can
buy an old boiler or tea urn, a lot of clubs and organisations are
getting rid of them for more efficient ones now, so you can
sometimes pick them up cheap. It does make cleaning the
frames easy to do but you won’t be able to make tea in it again!.

while. A substantial number did make it from Essex including a
coachload from Braintree Division. Maybe those of you who went this
year will encourage more to go next year.

Get your boiler going - it’s better to do it outside as it gets messy
- put in a good handful of washing soda and when it’s boiling
just stand a handful of frames in the boiler for a few minutes.
Wearing rubber gloves, give the frames a bit of a shake in the
water then turn them over and do the other end you don’t have
to worry about scraping anything off the frames. Once they
have been boiled both ends, lift them all out and dunk into cold
water. I do mine near the water butt from my shed so I just
throw them in and put the next lot in the boiler. Then I use a
10
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Beekeeping Tips. No. 27 — The June Gap
By Pollinator
The June Gap is/was a term used to denote that there was a dearth of
income for the bees in the month of June. This is the month in which
the early flowering of trees and plants has finished so that there is
neither pollen nor nectar available. The June Gap was exacerbated
when farming moved into the monoculture era with widespread sowing
of crops like Oilseed Rape (OSR), borage and Field Bean.
With our changing climate the June Gap may become the July Gap.
This year of 2013 has giving colonies a late start by some 6 weeks
because of the lack of early fresh pollen and nectar. Gardening has
also had a late start this year. And the two usually go together. This
year has been phenomenally late due to the wet and cold winter and
early spring and so we are six weeks behind this year because of that.
Experience has shown that observation of when flora is available, and
the weather pattern, is the best guide as to when to perform certain
manipulations of colonies. One cannot operate year after year to
calendar dates. Many different floras have blossomed this year at the
same time and when you read this there will most likely be a shortage
of forage. Traditionally the blackthorn (sloe) is one of the first sources
of pollen together with pussy willow.

To anticipate any pollen shortage it is advantageous to use pollen
patties (or pollen substitute patties) on each colony starting in March
and continuing until the bees do not take any more (even when there
is pollen coming in). My colonies have just (first week of May) finished
their last patty - some have taken three. The oilseed rape has been in
flower for two weeks now on some sites and today on most sites but
with these low temperatures there is so far no fantastic flow!
June used to be the month in which swarming was most likely, simply
because the bees could not forage and drones were at their maturity.
May 2013 has found colonies without drones, or very few, and very
little drone brood and therefore the peak of building queen cells will
occur much later. The queens cannot best be mated until the drones
are six weeks old. My estimate is that the first two weeks of June
could see some swarming. It is likely to be the second year in a run to
produce poorly mated queens, so beware. By mid-July this year the
worst of the urge for colonies to build queen cells should be over.
However, I have known swarms to occur in September.
Editor’s Note:
Don’t forget to keep a check on varroa by carrying out your natural
mite drop count. Some beekeepers use icing sugar to encourage the
bees to groom the mites off, however, there are concerns about how
the sugar may affect the developing larvae and the spiracles of the
adult bees.

Firstly, beware of taking off (extracting) all the OSR honey as this may
produce a starvation problem in the weeks after. If you are
unfortunate enough to find any of your colonies in this situation then
you will have to feed 5 litres of weak sugar syrup (440g to 280ml of
water). This certainly means no honey crop for this season. And the
bees will certainly need feeding well this year at the end of August and
beginning of September in order to build up their fat bodies - it is this
food which will be used to raise the early brood next spring. Without
that the colonies will not have a good start to 2014.
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